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Animal Review
P. O. Box 985
Pocasset, Massachusetts 02559

Animal Review is a bimonthly (six issues) magazine that provides news and views on current events and issues involving wild and domestic animals, embracing important topics most consumer publications find "too hot to handle". It offers sound, proven, positive methods for the care and training of companion animals written in down-to-earth language that the average pet owner can understand. Animal Review is not affiliated with any animal organization and is a free, outspoken entity. It was created by a husband and wife team, John L. and Charray Bryant, to foster a happier, healthier, more peaceful world for all animals, including humans. To quote one satisfied reader, "AR is, at least, an educational experience -- at best, life-altering."

Publisher is John L. Bryant, Editor is Charray Bryant. U. S. annual subscription rate is $9.00. Canada $13.00, overseas $21.00. Write Animal Review at the address above or telephone (617) 563-5704.

Between the Species: A Journal of Ethics

Schweitzer Center
San Francisco Bay Institute
P. O. Box 254
Berkeley, California 94701

Between the Species has its origin in fiction, the name of a journal mentioned by one of the characters in George Abbe's novel Negavit.

Martin Buber wrote about the way in which humanity arises in the space between persons, in the realm of dialogue, of moving to meet that which is moving to meet us....

Between The Species is that space in which a humanity not limited by the species bounds of Homo sapiens arises. So Between the Species is a journal in which so far as possible is carried on the dialogue requisite for the arising of such a humanity, neither wrongly anthropomorphizing animals and the natural world nor wrongly animalizing our own species....

Between The Species is a journal of ethical thought....

The inaugural issue contains contributions by Ray Giraud, Mark Juergens-
meyer, Steve Sapontizis, Joseph Meeker, Bernard Rollin, Sally Gearheart, Judith Hampson, Die Grunen, and George Abbe.

*Between the Species* is edited by John Stockwell, with Professor George Abbe (State University of New York/Plattsburgh) and Professor Steven Sapontzis (California State University/Hayward). Contributing Editors include Dr. Judith Hampson (RSPCA), Professor Charles Magel (Moorhead State University/Minnesota), Professor Mark Juergensmeyer (University of California/Berkeley), Professor Bernard Rollin (Colorado State University), Dr. Gerald Jones (Berkeley Institute of Religion) and Professor Peter Singer (Monash University/Australia). Graphics Advisors are Mary Starin and Bev Parish. The journal is published quarterly by the Schweitzer Center of the San Francisco Bay Institute.

Annual subscription is $12.00. Single issues are $3.00. Make checks payable to San Francisco Bay Institute and send to the address above.